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1. To achieve better system performance and scalability in regards to Event collection and processing, which Sentinel components can you install multiple instances of? (Choose 2)
   A. Reporting server
   B. Solution Designer
   C. Collection Manager
   D. Correlation engine
   E. Sentinel Control centre
   **Answer:** A,C

2. Which actions does the Right click option on events within an Active View allow an Administrator to perform.? (Choose 3)
   A. Email
   B. Create Incident
   C. Add to Incident
   D. Connect to advisor
   E. Display DAS statistics
   F. Create iTRAC template
   **Answer:** A,C,E

3. What compliance and regulatory Solution Pack is the first one offered for sale by Novell?
   A. Sarbanes-Oxley
   B. GLBA (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act)
   C. PCI-DSS (Payment Card Industry)
   D. HIPAA (Health insurance portability and accountability)
   **Answer:** D

4. Which RuleLG operation compares the current event to a set of past events that are stored in temporary memory?
   A. Flow
   B. Filter()
   C. Trigger()
   D. Window
   **Answer:** D

5. You want to configure a menu action to execute a script against an event in an Active View. Where do you need to store the script?
   A. The exec directory of the Sentinel Communication Server
   B. The config directory of Sentinel Communication Server
   C. The exec directory of every Sentinel control centre machine
   D. The script directory of every Sentinel control centre machine
   **Answer:** C